With its head-turning, cheetah-inspired styling and meticulous craftsmanship, the New Age XUV500 is already a sight to behold. Now amplify the excitement even more. Customize it with specially designed and thoughtfully engineered accessories and add a whole new dimension to your ownership experience.

AMP-UP THE EXTERIORS.

HYPNOTIC ALLOYS.

These stylish new alloys effortlessly enhance the premium and bold new stance of the New Age XUV500. And are guaranteed to turn heads too. Available in Hyper Silver Metallic and Black Machined finishes.

Features:
- Styled to complement the New Age XUV500
- Made of cast aluminium to reduce unsprung weight and enhance the ride quality on bad roads
- Manufactured under strict quality control
- Tested and optimised for the New Age XUV500
- Tested and approved by ARAI

WHEEL COVER.

Customize your wheel with these arresting silver covers to give your New Age XUV500 an instant facelift.

CHROME ALLURE.

Nothing says classy elegance like subtle chrome finishing around the New Age XUV500. Pick the ones that tickle your fancy, or add them all and join the glitterati.

MASCULINE UPPER GRILLE COVER.

Dramatically modify the 'face' of the New Age XUV500 with this masculine upper grille cover. It’s a powerful accessory designed to alter the personality of the entire XUV500.

AGGRESSIVE LOWER GRILLE COVER.

Transform the front of your New Age XUV500 with this aggressive lower grille cover. The striking chrome accents are sure to grab eyeballs wherever you go.

BOLD GRAY OVERLAYS.

Chrome caps wrap around the outer rearview mirrors to give the New Age XUV500 bold edges. A look that adds panache to the profile views of the car.

HEADLIGHT BEZEL.

Punctuate the front headlights of the New Age XUV500 with chrome. This headlight bezel gives a unique projection to the headlights with its glittering borders.

FOG LAMP OVERLAYS.

Sitting snugly around the fog lamps of the New Age XUV500, these modern overlays outline the fog lamp profile.

DOOR HANDLE RIM.

Special insignia rim accentuates the door handles. Coupled with the ORVM overlays they make the sides of the New Age XUV500 look as dynamic as the front grille.
SPORTY ADD-ONS.

- **ROOF CARRIER.**
  When adventure calls, a roof carrier will help you cart around all your gear. It keeps the surface paint from getting scratched protecting your baggage and your new Age XUV500.

- **HANDY BACK CARRIER.**
  Here's a totally unique, do-it-yourself, multi-purpose, portable load carrier that can be fitted and removed effortlessly. It is designed to be a temporary solution for transporting leisure equipment, holiday baggage or simply a piece of flat-pack furniture.

- **REAR GUARD.**
  The strong Stainless Steel Rear Guard provides superior protection and great looks without any interference with the reverse parking sensor.

- **RAIN VISORS.**
  An essential sport accessory, rain visors keep the rain out while letting fresh air in. They also help reduce wind noise when your window glasses are partially rolled down.

- **CLASSY FOOT STEP.**
  A specialized foot step that provides additional support for easy entry into the new Age XUV500.

- **NEAT TAILGATE ACCENT.**
  The chrome accent that attaches to the tailgate tastefully enhances the rear facade of the new Age XUV500.

- **SLEEK WAISTLINE CHROME ACCENT.**
  An integrated chrome strip adds distinctive style to the sides of the New Age XUV500 and gives it an enhanced, sporty look.

- **CONTOURED BODY GUARD.**
  Designed to complement the body lines of the New Age XUV500, this moulded guard protects the vehicle’s body from dents and scratches. An integrated chrome strip adds distinct style to utility.

**Features:**
- Made of chrome plated Automotive Grade ABS Plastic
- Beveled edges for a smooth finish
- Double-sided foam tape based installation that requires no cutting or drilling for fitment.

- **DRAMATIC TAIL-LIGHT BEZEL.**
  Step on these chrome bezels and the tail lights are sure to attract attention even when they’re off.
HI-TECH ADD-ONS.

HEADS-UP DISPLAY (HUD):
The HUD receives information from the GPS and digitally projects your driving speed on the windshield through LEDs. These LEDs automatically adjust the brightness of the display according to the time of day. Also, the HUD shows the driver and the co-driver if the speed exceeds set limits through a warning beep. So now you can drive safely to your destination, without ever taking your eyes off the road.

STRIKING FOG LAMPS:
These uniquely designed fog lamps fit snugly into the front bumper. Easy to operate, they don’t just aid driving in dark and foggy conditions, they even add an unmistakable allure to the New Age XUV500.

IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT:
In-car entertainment doesn’t get more premium than these headrest-mounted 3-inch LCD screens or roof-mounted screens with multiple input options like DVD, Flash Drives or SD Cards.

IN-CAR CHILLER:
What entertainment don is complete without a mini-fridge? Enjoy food and drinks on the go with this 14 litre in-car chiller that’s as efficient as it is novel.

NIGHT VISION PARKING CAMERA:
Parking has never been easier. With this reverse camera, you can see the smallest obstacles at night, on a dashboard-mounted, inner rear-view mirror-mounted or in-dash screen while reversing your New Age XUV500.

FRONT PARKING SENSORS:
These sensors mounted on the front bumper help you deal with all your blind spots even when you are parking in tight spaces.

GPS NAVIGATION:
The modern GPS system gives you the power of satellite navigation wherever you go. Rest assured, it will guide you on all your adventures for years to come.

METALLIC SCUFF PLATES:
Give your New Age XUV500 doors a rugged look with metallic scuff plates. They work perfectly to protect the body paint from scratches and fades.

ILLUMINATED SCUFF PLATES:
Give your New Age XUV500 doors a premium look with illuminated scuff plates. They exude a soft glow, and also protect the body paint from scratches and fades.

POWER DRESSINGS.

SEAT COVERS:
Suit the large seats of the New Age XUV500 with these dual-toned premium and sporty covers. They’ll protect your seats from the elements and make the interior even plusher.

SUN SHADES:
Perfect for hot summer days, these magnetic sun shades stick on to the window, block out the sun and help keep the New Age XUV500 cool.

FLOOR MATS:
Durable floor mats trap dirt, keep the New Age XUV500 clean and provide foot cushioning too. They feature the signature XUV500 branding on them. Made from specially sourced nylon carpet or blended PVC, these floor mats are resistant to all kinds of liquids.

Other hi-tech Mahindra Genuine Accessories Include car inverter, dual USB car charger and lounge lighting.

Other Mahindra Genuine Accessories Include car perfumes and Car Comfort Kit.
WHY MAHINDRA GENUINE ACCESSORIES

Quality - Each Mahindra Genuine Accessory comes to you directly from M&M and is certified for its compatibility & reliability. Mahindra Genuine Accessories are designed & produced specifically for your New Age XUV500. Only the Mahindra Genuine Accessories PROTECTS THE CAR WARRANTY.

Convenience - We have over 300 dealerships that stock Mahindra Genuine Accessories which are fitted by trained technicians. Select the accessories of your choice at the time of booking your New Age XUV500 and your M&M dealer will have it fitted on your vehicle before delivery to provide the comfort of driving out in a fully accessorized / loaded car with complete confidence.

Savings - Many people accept the risk of buying accessories of questionable origin or quality when they don’t need to. The prices for Genuine Mahindra Accessories are competitive when compared with lower quality substitutes available in local markets which may harm your vehicle and risk your safety too.

An Investment In Quality - You’ve invested a lot to acquire a Mahindra vehicle. You also invest thousands of rupees over the years on insurance, fuel and car care to keep your Mahindra vehicle operating at its peak. Couple this with all of the time you spend in your car, and it is one of your most valuable possessions. All of its components and accessories work in harmony to deliver the driving experience in style. Trust only Mahindra Genuine Accessories to truly complement the quality & styling of your vehicle.

Beware of Accessories from unknown Sources & brands

Don’t risk the health of your Mahindra vehicle with accessories from questionable sources. Often they are from after-market suppliers produced with sub-standard materials and production practices. Many are sold as genuine accessories, but come from a black market surplus rejected by Mahindra’s strict quality controls. You’ve got too much invested to take that chance.

All of our accessories come directly from M&M’s own Accessories Division. They are designed to integrate seamlessly with your car. All accessories are tested and validated for each vehicle thus ensuring your complete satisfaction with the product. Our accessories carry M&M’s pan India guarantee of quality which protects the factory warranty of the car. Only authorized dealers of Mahindra can provide this assurance and the peace of mind that comes with it.

YOU CAN TRUST GENUINE MAHINDRA ACCESSORIES ONLY FROM A MAHINDRA AUTHORISED DEALERSHIP.